
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Goal making Trial day
Pass out sheets Writing prompt Kim Norman's grab
Give our notebooks If you could have one bag story cards

day be repeated,

http://www.kimnormanbooks.c
om/www.kimnormanbooks.co
m/Freebies.html

which one, why?

Norman story cards Write from a word Write from an image You have been Pick a color from Magazine pictures February writing 
on screen chosen for an the paint swatches. prompt cards

important mission, Write using this color
what is your mission? in your story

Use the Scholastic's
February writing Think about your W.O.W. writing Write from a What food makes Describe yourself Story Starters

prompt cards favorite food. Write prompt from Cynthia figurative language your stomach turn without using the 
http://www.scholastic.com/tea
chers/story-starters/

a story where that Lord phrase. or your nose turn up? word I.
food is important to Describe that food
the story. and why you hate it.

Same as Read the haiku Create your own You have a superpower. Imagine you have 
yesterday Write the story monster. What kind What is it? How Tell a story from an imaginary friend. 

behind it of mischief does he/ do you use it? Tell the point of view of Write the imaginary
she get into? a story about using a snowflake. friend's biography.

your superpower.

You have landed 
on a deserted island. Fast forward your life You can fly. Describe You have found a Write about a bat
Describe the island 20 years. What will in detail all the things hole. That hole leads that is scared of the
in great detail focusing you be doing? you see. Remember, to a new world. dark. 
on sensory details. Describe your typical you aren't walking. What happens?

day. Use lots of sensory details. 

Name __________________ Writing Marathon Lesson Plans
30	   31	   1	  

2	   3	   4	   5	   6	   7	   8	  

9	   10	   11	   12	   13	   14	   15	  

22	  21	  20	  19	  18	  17	  16	  

23	   24	   25	   26	   27	   28	  


